Abstract Ice cores from Antarctica, Greenland, and the high-mountain cryosphere have become essential sources of evidence on the climate dating back nearly 800,000 years. Earth scientists use ice cores to understand the chemical composition of the atmosphere, which has been trapped in the air bubbles between the ice crystals as they form annually; this knowledge also feeds into modeling the climate's future. Ice cores are not simply important sources of environmental knowledge, but have become important elements of global environmental representations and politics since the 1980s. Ice cores do a lot of work. This article is specifically concerned with examining how the practices involved in drilling, analyzing, discussing, and using ice cores for both science and broader climate or environmental policies and cultures take part in constituting the temporalities of the global environment. We suggest that ice core discourses have constituted and advanced specific textures and sensibilities of time in relation to Earth's past, the history of humans as both species and civilization, and certain apocalyptic and determined futures. While the evidence from ice cores is meant to point toward obvious choices to control our global future, the temporalities of ice cores might not lead the same way. This article joins an increasing concern in the environmental humanities with temporalities, and encourages greater attention to temporalities in environmental history.
scientific and popular publications. A global rhetoric has been central to establishing ice core science as meaningful, necessary, and reliable. Ice cores do a lot of other work, too.
Ice core discourses, discussions, reporting, representations, and narratives have also shaped temporalities, the senses of time, in the contemporary world. The glaciologist and climatologist Paul Mayewski-who was chief scientist of the US Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) between 1989 and 1993-has suggested that ice cores "have the power to transform our understanding of time." Just as the space age had made humans and Earth seem spatially small, ice cores transform our "temporal consciousness" as "we locate ourselves within natural cycles that endure for thousands of years, and witness the random events that punctuate these patterns."
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In providing this critique and categorization of ice core talk, this article builds upon existing work tracing the history of ice core science and cultures of ice more generally and brings it into conversation with work on temporalities across the humanities. Our contention is that the practices involved in drilling, analyzing, discussing, and human time, and future time. First, ice cores have recast the history of Earth, revealing a much more turbulent and unpredictable past even as Earth has gone through fairly consistent cycles over the last 800,000 years. In this way, ice cores have made fundamental contributions to atmospheric sciences and the reconstruction of Earth's past climates.
Second, human time appears in ice cores not only because of the traces of greenhousegas emissions, but also because scientists and journalists frequently interpolate human events into the ice core records. This particular register of human time reinforces Western views of history, while at the same time treating people both as a species and as human societies. Third, future time refers to the ways in which ice core commentaries try to predict or predetermine the future, often in apocalyptic terms in which humans are largely static or monolithically affected by climate alone. Ice cores, in short, have been at the heart of late twentieth-and early twenty-first-century developments relating to environmental perceptions and perspectives-and the way people see themselves in this world, not only spatially but temporally.
Perspectives on Ice and Time
While contemporary anthropogenic climate change has forced a focus on changing (indeed disappearing) ice, glaciers and ice sheets were historical and cultural before our what Sverker Sörlin has labeled our "cryo-historical moment"-requires continued attention to the communities living with ice and the narratives associated with ice. Dean have each problematized the idea of ice cores as "archive," perhaps the dominant metaphor applied to them. Yusoff sees that there is an "archival impulse" in contemporary engagements with the environment, an "impetus to order this abrupt changing world," and argues that the archival metaphor is used to haunt current generations.
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On the whole, however, this existing scholarship on ice cores, while sometimes glancing at the issue of temporalities, has not given it sustained attention. Time is a central element in human cultures, carrying many elements and associations. Past, present, and future are widely constituted divisions to begin with, but hardly exhaust temporal registers that span from clock time and the seven-day work week of industrial modernity to cyclical time constructions in the Maya calendar. The sociologist Norbert
Elias suggested that people use time, especially time devices like clocks, "as means of orienting themselves within the succession of social, biological and physical processes,"
as well as "regulating their behavior in relation to each other and themselves."
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The sociologist Barbara Adam argues that temporalities emerge, at both individual and collective scales, from a human reckoning with mortality. Additionally, Adam specifically notes how environmental temporalities are different from the "clock" time of industrial modernity and "Newtonian science," and in that tension of temporalities are the failures to address contemporary environmental hazards. The idea that Earth had an almost imperceptibly long history had already been achieved in the young discipline of geology in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Since that time, Earth's age has been progressively extended, with the current four-billion year age established after World War II. 26 While scholarship on the temporal sensibilities of geology in its earliest period is well established, scholarship on the time-sense of the earth sciences in the second half of the twentieth century is less developed. In this recent period, various scientific techniques-including radiocarbon dating, deep-sea sediment coring, and ice coring, among others-all contributed, in the argument of Matthias Dörries, to a "more concrete," "more textured and discrete," view of Earth's history, filled with "specific events." Indeed, this earth science research gave Earth a "new past." 27 Ice cores, unlike fossils in earlier periods, did not demand great expansions in the age of Earth. Most ice cores deal with Earth during the existence of the human species rather than a distant and quite different one-there is no "dark abyss of time," to use James Hutton's famous statement from the late eighteenth century, but rather a contiguous, discrete stretch of time with particular temperatures and atmospheric composition.
Human Time
Ice cores do not simply tell the story of Earth's climatic and atmospheric history, but also interweave human and natural history to constitute certain temporalities of the human species and human civilizations. On the one hand, the interpolation of events from human history and prehistory into ice cores-most often, by marking specific depths with notable human events-is a way of orienting publics to scientific meaning and significance; making ice cores meaningful is important and necessary work. Yet, on the other hand, only certain societies have been enrolled into ice core talk and the 
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The so-called Maya collapse between about AD 800 and 1000 is also often considered in ice core research, with the low ammonium levels of the cores suggesting a period of significant drought. Again, the basic tendency of this research has been to ascribe civilizational collapse to climatic factors. Now you're able to put human evolution into a climatic framework. You can ask, Why did human beings not make civilization fifty thousand years ago? You know that they had just as big brains as we have today. When you put it in a climatic framework, you can say, Well, it was the ice age. And also this ice age was so climatically unstable that each time you had the beginning of a culture they had to move. Then comes the present interglacial-ten thousand years of very stable climate. The perfect conditions for agriculture. 
Future Time
While ice cores provide data about past climatic conditions, they are also usedsometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly-to reflect upon, structure, or even predict the future. On the one hand, a key motivation for drilling ice cores and compiling climate history is to understand long-term cycles and dynamics over time to predict future climatic conditions. Scientists have made significant progress understanding the past and modeling future scenarios, especially related to the correlation between temperature and greenhouse gases. On the other hand, the future projections emerging 48. Lewis and Maslin, "Defining the Anthropocene." See also Wolff, "Ice Sheets and the Anthropocene."
from climate models have limitations as researchers continue their quest to comprehend global circulation and downscale their models to better understand local and regional levels. When scientists and journalists, among others, increasingly use ice cores to project the future, there is thus more at stake with these representations than the weather. Scientists themselves may note the limitations of their models or recognize that models of the future are not predictions but rather scenarios based on certain variables that they put into the models. But discussions, representations, and news about ice cores-especially in our society that has embraced a science-to-policy paradigm in which scientific results inform policy making without the added step of understanding societal dynamics-risks turning modeled projections into certain futures. 49 In the projected future time, humans again appear, and predictions share a few key characteristics: the fragility of Earth and vulnerability of human societies; tumult and apocalypse ahead; urgency to act now to save the planet; and climate as the all-dominant force shaping humanity.
By the 1990s the steady accretion of data from sources like ice cores, increased worries that society, like the world's climate, could be on a one-way path to crisis and collapse. In the mid-1980s, Columbia University climate scientist Wallace Broecker worried that, even though "we don't know nearly enough about the operation of the Earth's climate to make reliable predictions of the consequences of the build-up of greenhouse gases, we do know enough to say that the effects are potentially quite serious." 50 As environmental historian Tom Griffiths points out, "In the final two decades of the twentieth century, ice cores from both Antarctica and Greenland delivered a sense of urgency and crisis about global warming." This corresponded, Griffiths explains, with the end of "balance" in ecology, which was replaced by disturbance as the norm. In short, "catastrophism was back." 51 This context is important for the societal lens through which ice cores were studied, discussed, debated, and evaluated. Journalists were also extracting "warnings from the ice"-especially the two major Greenland ice cores of the early 1990s-with Time magazine worrying in 1997 about the ways in which a "flickering climate" would unleash "a biblical disaster in today's crowded world. Droughts, heat waves, floods and plagues of pests would play havoc with crops, and rapid sea-level rise would inundate cities and destroy rich agricultural lands"-it was a temporality of persistent shock. 52 Future climate change was put into scriptural terms with the imminent end of the world. In these scenarios, there is no time for humans to adapt, only time to await their Maker. Historian Mark Levene argues that these types of "religiously subversive notions" of the apocalypse are warranted as a way to successfully combat severe anthropogenic climate change in the Anthropocene. 
Conclusions
In the last sentence of his 1962 book The World of Ice, James Dyson wrote, "Unless we can level the mountains, the human race will just have to expect to be pushed around once in a while by the World of Ice." 64 Ignoring the rhythms archived in the cores seems a perilous choice. Yet while ice cores seem to offer an unmediated window onto Earth's past, they have also been enrolled in global political and scientific discourses about humanity, history, and the future. Mobilized as objective scientific objects, ice cores are used by various actors and stakeholders to construct certain narratives of the past while casting an ominous specter over an inevitable, catastrophic future based on inaction in the present. And because of the quantitative nature of their climate records, ice coresand the scientists who have extracted them with some difficulty from remote polar and high-mountain regions-hold immense credibility.
Ice cores have thus become powerful objects and documents in climate-change discussions and thinking about our social and earthly futures. This article's critique and categorization of ice core temporalities has demonstrated how they speak to the complex textures of Earth's past, of the past of humans as species and as civilizations, and of a narrow, frightening future. By embodying these temporalities, ice cores are meant to regulate our way out of the climate crisis, though they seem to have a limited effect in the policy world, given the slight progress in reducing greenhouse-gas emissions and adapting to global change. Michelle Bastian has suggested that "a key task of the environmental humanities is transforming the temporal framework that supports the radical de-coupling of what has been classed as 'nature' from that which has been classed as 'culture.'" Have ice cores, ironically, increased our sense that we can "tell the time" when, in fact, their temporalities do not contribute to the task of coordination and relations among humans and non-humans? 65 What seems to be missing from the ice core discussion is a more profound understanding and portrayal of human history-and the ways in which traditional categories of analysis like race, class, gender, and environment shape the ways in which we grapple with global environmental change.
Ice cores thus open possibilities for collaboration among the disciplines that are most involved with time: the geoscientists studying the physical world and the histori- 
